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OVERVIEW
On August 8th 2014 1630 GMT, CariCOOS’s PR-3 buoy detects an atmospheric pressure jump (0.2 mb) and a strong ESE wind gust (28 kn) (yellow
arrows). Both associated with the passage of a squall line (yellow lines). The disturbance was detected by 4 NOS coastal stations. Exactly, 23 minutes
later, at 1653 GMT, occurred a 15 cm amplitude oscillation of the water level at Puerto de Fajardo (red arrow). Followed by a smaller one 52 minutes later.
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UNDERSTANDING THE SOURCE OF A METEOTSUNAMI
The source of the meteotsunami was a squall line generated during a tropical wave crossing the Caribbean Sea. See video at
http://youtu.be/bAF39ppjAn0. The traveling atmospheric pressure disturbance characterized by an air pressure jump and sudden strong winds resonantly
generates a barotropic gravity wave in the insular shelf waters. The speed of the air disturbance equals the speed of a shallow water wave, this coupling
increases its amplitude. Harbor resonance amplifies the wave a second time. The diagram below explains in three steps the generation of a meteotsunami.

Speed of Meteotsunami Wave between 21.2 and 25.3 MPH.

Isochronal Analysis Equations

Harbor Amplification: Puerto de Fajardo
amplified the wave six times at a
frequency of 28 CPD.

The isochronal analysis method for determining the speed and direction of air
pressure disturbances was developed by Orlić (1980). This method assumes
that the pressure disturbance is a plain wave, propagating over the given area
with constant speed and direction. Let v be the speed of the wave and γ its
direction, measured CCW from the eastward direction. Let δi be the distance
between two meteorological stations and γi is the angle between the line δi and
the parallel of latitude. Δti stand for the estimated difference between arrival
times of pressure disturbances at stations whose distance is δi. The Δti bar
denote the measured difference of arrival times of disturbances at stations.

TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN AIR PRESSURE DISTURBANCE AT CariCOOS PR-1 BUOY AND METEOTSUNAMI HIT THE SW COAST OF PR
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